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Introduction 
 
This pdf catalogue provides text entries, together with photographs for the majority of the objects (scale 1:1 
in most instances). In addition, line drawings accompany many of those with complex decoration, which offer 
interpretations of the art. The full catalogue for each item can be found in the database, along with more photos 
in many cases.  

In each entry the catalogue number is in bold font, with the original [K-number] given in italics and 
square brackets. Where a catalogue entry is composed of more than one K-number, in the database all the 
details pertaining to it are attached to the first K-number in the sequence. (Additional images of individual 
K-number fragments/objects within groups will be found in the specific K-number database entry.) The weight 
measurement for catalogue entries formed of more than one K-number fragment/object is an aggregate of all 
the pieces that make up the whole. 

The Note entry provides select details of other fragments/objects with which the piece was found, but it was 
not practical to do this for all K-number fragments/objects, where they had been parts of large fragment groups 
(e.g. soil blocks), or where the catalogue entry comprises many fragments: full details of all associations 
between fragments/objects are in e-Tables 2 and 3. 

The Grid location entry gives information about the original find position of fragments/objects (by K-number) 
found within the 1m x 1m grid established during the Birmingham Archaeology excavations (2009). The finds 
made by Archaeology Warwickshire (2012) have also been related to this grid, but note, as these finds came 
from backfilled and ploughed soil, they are not directly comparable to the former. The alpha-numeric prefix 
given to finds relates to the several recording systems used for the different phases of recovery prior to the 
establishing of the K-number system by Kevin Leahy, and are as follows: 
 
TH (‘Terry Herbert’): the number series originally applied to the metal detectorist’s finds (these have no 
locations). 
SCC: Staffordshire County Council emergency test pit. 
BA: Birmingham Archaeology excavation.  

All information and images are copyright of Barbican Research Associates Ltd unless otherwise stated.
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410–411   Photography Lucy Morgan, Cotswold Archaeology.  

410 [K689]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with filigree scrollwork. Partly 
misshapen and torn in places. Made of sheet metal with stepped ends, with one fixing-
hole each side and one hole on the ?top side; no nails/rivets. Filigree: two bands each 
side with filigree scrollwork, mostly S-scrolls in beaded wire; at the tip are joined 
S-scrolls on the horizontal; herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) frames the 
bands; the ?top is also decorated with herringbone bands edged with beaded and plain 
wires; the panel at the tip is framed by bands of beaded and plain wires; beaded wire 
also forms collars to the fixing-holes and is mounted on the outer edges. Interior: sheet 
joins visible. Wear/marks: light wear. Two incised layout lines on the ?top, one each 
side of the herringbone band. Filigree flattened at the end and on one edge, possibly 
from an impact or tool. Set: pair with mount 411.

(Grid location: [K689] TH093, no location)

L. 26.5mm; W. 28.5mm; H. 13.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 5.57g; no X-ray

411 [K1028]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with filigree scrollwork. Flattened 
and torn open. Made of sheet metal with stepped ends, with one fixing-hole each side, 
and one at the tip; no nails/rivets. Filigree: two bands each side with filigree scrollwork, 
mostly S-scrolls in beaded wire; at the tip are ‘joined’ S-scrolls on the horizontal; 
herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) frames the bands; the ripped open 
?top is also decorated with herringbone bands edged with beaded and plain wires; the 
panel at the tip is framed by bands of beaded and plain wires; also beaded wire forms 
collars to the fixing-holes and is mounted on the outer edges. Wear/marks: light wear. 
Set: pair with mount 410.

(Note: gold hilt-plate fragment 323 found stuck in interior)

(Grid location: [K1028] BA0395, grid L7)

L. 27.5mm; H. 32mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 5.47g; no X-ray

0 20mm
0 20mm
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412   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

412 [K972]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with serpent ornaMent with 
niello. Torn in places and incomplete. Made of sheet metal with angled ends over a 
copper-alloy core-liner. Three fixing-holes, only one penetrates completely through 
the guard; two nail/rivet fragments in situ, one ?silver and one ?iron. Style II: an 
interlacing serpent with a dot-filled body, eye and mouth, forms a band around the 
entire curve, inlaid in black niello. Interior: the base-metal core-liner surrounds bone 
or antler remains of the guard. Wear/marks: moderate wear; extensive light scratches. 
 
(Grid location: [K972] BA0272, grid L8)

L. 22mm; W. 18mm; H. 9mm; Th. sheet <0.5mm; Wt 6.42g; X-ray: L38

0 20mm
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415   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold 
Archaeology.  

413–414   Photography Lucy Morgan, Cotswold Archaeology.  

413 [K1079]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard. Torn 
and incomplete. Made of sheet metal over a copper-alloy 
core-liner; one angled end remaining one side. Two 
fixing-holes, only one fully penetrates; one ?iron nail 
in situ. Undecorated. Interior: the core-liner is filled by 
bone or antler, remains of the guard.
 
(Grid location: [K1079] BA0173, no location)

L. 13mm; W. 14mm; H. 9.5mm; Wt 2.58g; X-ray: L95, 
L100

414 [K30]
Mount in gold of sub-triangular forM with 
filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. One 
end bent up and torn; probably flat or slightly curved 
originally. Made of sheet metal with three fixing-holes, 
one each corner/vertex; all show damage (probably 
caused at removal); no nails/rivets. Filigree: two registers 
of scrollwork feature volute scrolls and fragments; the 
scrolls, the dividing wire and the collar to one fixing-
hole are formed from spiral-beaded wires; the mount 
edges are framed by herringbone banding (formed of 
two-ply twisted wires, flanked by spiral-beaded wires). 
Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Note: found with gold hilt-plate 333)

(Grid location: [K30] BA0205, grid M12)

L. 15mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.49g; X-ray: 
L62

415 [K119]
Mount in gold of sub-triangular forM with 
filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. Tip and 
end bent; probably flat or slightly curved originally. 
Made of sheet metal with three fixing-holes; no nails/
rivets. Filigree: two zones of scrollwork feature 
C-scrolls in beaded wire and fragments; the zones are 
divided and framed by herringbone banding (formed of 
two-ply twisted wires); beaded wire around the mount 
edge. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear.

(Grid location: [K119] BA0026, grid K9)

L. 20mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.82g; 
X-ray: L118

0 20mm 0 20mm

0 20mm
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416–418   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

416 [K45]
Mount in gold of sub-triangular forM with 
filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. One end 
bent up; probably flat or slightly curved originally. Made 
of sheet metal with one fixing-hole each end; no nails/
rivets. Filigree: two zones of scrollwork feature C-scrolls 
in beaded wire; the zones are divided and framed by 
herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted wires); 
beaded wire around the mount edge. Reverse: plain. 
Wear/marks: ?moderate wear. Some flattening caused 
possibly by an impact or tool.

(Grid location: [K45] BA0211, no location)

L. 20.5mm; W. 9.5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.76g; 
X-ray: L135

417 [K2072]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. One tip bent, 
one torn at fixing-hole; probably flat or slightly curved 
originally. Made of gold sheet with a fixing-hole at each 
vertex; no nails/rivets. Filigree: two C-scrolls centrally 
of beaded wire; edges framed with herringbone banding 
(formed of two-ply twisted wires framed by beaded 
wires). Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: 
possibly a suite with mounts 418–421 and 478–479.

(Note: found inside pyramid-fitting 575)

(Grid location: [K2072]=[K1201] BA0317, grid N8)

L. 10mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge <0.5mm; Wt 0.19g; X-ray: 
L14, L15

418 [K1487]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. Misshapen and 
torn. Made of gold sheet with a fixing-hole at each 
vertex; all torn; no nails/rivets. Filigree: C-scrolls of 
beaded wire fill the body of the mount, with one volute 
scroll; edges framed with herringbone banding (formed 
of two-ply twisted wires, flanked by beaded wires). 
Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: possibly a 
suite with mounts 417, 419-21 and 478–479.

(Note: [K1487] part of soil block 15)

(Grid location: [K1487], no location)

L. 19.5mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.42g; 
X-ray: L91

0 20mm

0 20mm

0 20mm
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[K1033] [K1061]

[K1946]

419   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

419 [K1033, K1061, K1946]
three fragMents in gold with filigree scrollwork. Probably the same grip-fitting. 
Misshapen and torn. Made of gold sheet; one fragment [K1033] has two remaining 
fixing-holes; no nails/rivets. Filigree: scrollwork formed of C-scrolls in beaded wire; 
edges framed with herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted wires with beaded 
wire outermost); beaded wire also forms collars to the fixing-holes. Reverses: plain. 
Wear/marks: moderate wear on one fragment [K1033]. Set: possibly a suite with 
mounts 417–418, 420-21 and 478–479.

(Note: fragment [K1033] found with gold hilt-plate fragment 357; fragment [K1946] 
found with gold and garnet hilt-collar 181)

(Grid location: [K1033] BA0390, grid O10; [K1061] BA0148, grid M10; 
[K1946=K1058] BA0155, grid M10)

L. largest 17mm; Th. edges 0.5mm; Wt 0.67g; X-ray: L73, L94

0 20mm

0 20mm 0 20mm
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420–421   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

420  [K878]  
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-
fitting. Misshapen, probably curved originally. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-
hole at each vertex; one torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: composition of concentric 
triangles in herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted wires, flanked by beaded 
wires); the bands frame scrollwork of C-scrolls in beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/
marks: moderate overall, heavy across the centre, some wires flattened. One edge 
dented (?levered). Set: possibly a suite with mounts 417–420 and 478–479.

(Note: found with one fragment [K879] from hilt-collar 87, with hilt-ring 219 and 
hilt-plate 334)

(Grid location: [K878] BA0009, grid K10)

L. 19mm; W. 21.5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.43g; X-ray: L80

421  [K978] 
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-
fitting. Bent ends, but with its original concave and curved section. Made of sheet 
metal with one fixing-hole at each vertex and a flange of sheet along the basal edge; 
two holes torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: bands of herringbone (formed of two-
ply twisted wires, flanked by beaded wires) frame the mount edges and divide the 
mount into zones filled with scrollwork, of C- and V-scrolls in beaded wire. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: possibly a suite with mounts 417–420 and 478–
479.

(Grid location: [K978] BA0265, grid I10)

L. 25mm; W. 19mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.21g; X-ray: L135

0 20mm
0 20mm
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422   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

423   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

422 [K1102]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-
fitting. Folded and torn at the top, and another tip bent; with a slightly concave and 
curved section. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at each vertex; one torn open; 
one repaired; the head of one silver rivet remains in the repaired hole. Filigree: three 
zones delineated by lengths of beaded wire; filled by scrollwork, including C- and 
V-scrolls and volute scrolls in beaded wire; mount framed by herringbone banding 
(formed of two-ply twisted wires) with a beaded wire outermost; the repair shows a 
short replacement section of edge wire formed of two-ply twisted wire on the appended 
patch of sheet. Reverse: sheet join at repair. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K1102] BA1027, grid J8)

L. 28mm; W. 13.5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.46g; X-ray: L52, L54

423 [K1187]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-
fitting. Folded; probably originally concave and with a curved section. Made of sheet 
metal with one fixing-hole at the apex and a sheet flange at the curved base (part 
remaining); no nail/rivet. Filigree: two zones of scrollwork ornament divided by a 
length of herringbone band (formed of two-ply twisted wires); S-scrolls in beaded 
wire; fixing-hole has a collar of thin beaded wire; mount edged by thicker beaded wire. 
Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K1187] BA0299, grid L14)

L. 15mm; W. 15mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.06g; X-ray: L118 

0 20mm
0 20mm
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424   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

425   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

424 [K802]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree fraMe. Probably a grip-fitting. 
Partly misshapen, but it retains a slightly curved section. Made of sheet metal with one 
fixing-hole at each vertex; no nails/rivets. The mount was left plain except for filigree 
borders. Filigree: a length of two-ply twisted-beaded wire runs around two sides on 
the inner edge; the outer edge and the collars of the fixing-holes are framed with spiral-
beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K802] BA0110, grid J11)

L. 12mm; W. 15mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.41g; X-ray: L135

425 [K9]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree aniMal ornaMent. Probably a 
grip-fitting. Concave and curved section. Top edge slightly bent. Made of sheet metal 
with one fixing-hole at each vertex; one torn open; no nails/rivets. Style II: the filigree 
design shows two biting zoomorphs with looping jaws/heads. Filigree: Style II in 
triple-strand beaded wire on flat sheet; beaded wire also frames the mount and fixing-
holes. Wear/marks: moderate to heavy wear in places, but also flattening from damage 
(?tool). Cut edge, and a small mark on the reverse possibly from the point of a ?blade 
(?levered). Set: pair with mount 426.

(Grid location: [K9] BA0239, grid K12)

L. 13mm; W. 13.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.19g; X-ray: L37

0 20mm

0 20mm
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426–427   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

426 [K485]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree aniMal ornaMent. Probably a 
grip-fitting. Concave and curved section. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at 
each vertex; one torn open; one gold nail in situ (L. 10mm). Style II: the filigree design 
shows two biting zoomorphs with looping jaws/heads. Filigree: Style II in triple-strand 
beaded wire on flat sheet (some wires lifted); beaded wire also frames the mount and 
fixing-holes. Wear/marks: moderate to heavy wear in places, but also flattening from 
damage (?tool). Sheet has a small perforation made from the reverse by the point of a 
?blade (?levered). Set: pair with mount 425.

(Grid location: [K485] TH211, no location)

L. 14mm; W. 14mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.33g; X-ray: L135

427 [K1428]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with a triangular projection and 
filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. The apex of the triangle is missing 
(probably originally with a fixing-hole); bent at the ends. Made of sheet metal with 
surviving fixing-holes at each end of the rectangular part; no nails/rivets. Filigree: 
the rectangular body is filled with a band of volute scrolls; the triangular part holds 
C-scrolls; the scrollwork and the framing are formed of spiral-beaded wire. Reverse: a 
join shows the triangle was formed from a separate piece of sheet. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Fixing-holes ragged on the reverse; probably caused at removal.

(Note: [K1428] part of soil block 4)

(Grid location: [K1428], no location)

L. 23.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.60g; X-ray: L90

0 20mm

0 20mm
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428   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

430   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

429   Photography Lucy Martin, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

428 [K1429]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. Preserves original 
curvature. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole each 
end; no nails/rivets. Filigree: band of C-scrolls in beaded 
wire; edge framed with thicker beaded wire. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Fixing-holes ragged 
on the reverse; probably caused at removal. Set: pair 
with mount 429.

(Note: [K1429] part of soil block 4)

(Grid location: [K1429], no location)

L. 19mm; W. 5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.50g; X-ray: 
L80

429 [K1591]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree 
decoration. Probably a grip-fitting. Misshapen; 
probably curved originally. Made of sheet metal, with 
one fixing-hole each end; no nails/rivets. Filigree: band 
of C-scrolls in beaded wire; edge framed with thicker 
beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: moderate 
wear. Several scrolls lost or damaged. Fixing-holes 
ragged on the reverse; probably caused at removal. Set: 
pair with mount 428.

(Note: [K1591] part of soil block 1)

(Grid location: [K1591], no location)

L. 18mm; W. 4mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.35g; X-ray: 
L93

430 [K340]
fragMent of a Mount in gold with filigree 
scrollwork. Possibly from a grip-fitting. Misshapen 
and torn, three edges remain. Made of sheet metal 
with two fixing-holes in the surviving corners; no 
nails/rivets. Filigree: two lines of scrollwork, mainly 
C-scrolls, in beaded wire; the same wire type also 
divides the two lines of scrolls, edges the mount, and 
forms collars to the fixing-holes. Reverse: plain. Wear/
marks: light wear. 

(Note: in soil adhering, one fragment [K2191] of die-
impressed silver sheet from panel 600)

(Grid location: [K340] TH170, no location)

L. 14mm; W. 4mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.15g; X-ray: 
L38, L41

0 20mm

0 20mm 0 20mm
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431   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

432   Photography Lucy Martin, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

433   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  

431 [K334]
Mount in gold of sub-rectangular forM with 
rounded ends and filigree scrollwork. Probably 
a grip-fitting. End bent; possibly flat or slightly curved 
originally. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole 
each end; one gold nail in situ. Filigree: a band of 
scrollwork fills the central length, of C-scrolls formed 
of spiral-beaded wire, and the same wire forms collars 
to the fixing-holes; bands of herringbone (formed of 
two-ply twisted wires) run along the inside long edges; 
outer edge framed by beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/
marks: light wear. 

(Grid location: [K334] TH170, no location)

L. 20mm; W. 5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.51g; X-ray: 
L136

432 [K157]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with slotted 
ends and filigree herringbone ornaMent. Possibly 
a grip-fitting. Part of one end missing. Slight original 
curvature. Made of sheet metal; the slots probably served 
as the means of attachment; no nails/rivets. Filigree: 
a band of herringbone decorates (formed of two-ply 
twisted wires); edges framed by beaded wire. Reverse: 
one sheet join. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K157] US0023, no location)

L. 21.5mm; W. 4.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.45g; X-ray: 
L80

433 [K5063]
Mount in gold of sub-rectangular forM with 
rounded ends and filigree herringbone ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Misshapen from flat, or possibly 
slightly curved originally. Made of sheet metal, with 
one fixing-hole each end; one torn open; no nails/rivets. 
Filigree: a band of herringbone decorates (formed of 
two-ply twisted wires); holes have collars of two-ply 
twisted wire also; edge framed by beaded wire. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear to edge. 

(Grid location: [K5063] grid F8)

L. 16.5mm; W. 4mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.33g; X-ray: 
L70

0 20mm

0 20mm

0 20mm
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434–436   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

434 [K768]
Mount in gold with filigree herringbone ornaMent. 
Possibly a grip-fitting. Slightly misshapen, but preserves 
its original curvature. Made of sheet metal, the tips bent 
over each end, as perhaps the means of attachment. 
Filigree: decorated with a band of herringbone (formed 
of two-ply twisted wires). Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Filigree flattened at the middle, from an 
impact or possibly a tool.

(Grid location: [K768] BA0098, no location)

L. 17mm; W. 2mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.27g; X-ray: 
L93

435 [K1558]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree 
ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Flat. Made of 
sheet metal with one fixing-hole each end; one small 
gold nail was in situ when found, with a kinked 
shank (L. 3mm). Filigree: line of collared granules 
centrally surrounded by a frame of herringbone band 
(of two-ply twisted wires); beaded wires of different 
thicknesses flank the band, the thickest forming the 
edge to the mount. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Flattening of the filigree across the centre from 
an impact or possibly a tool. Fixing-holes ragged on 
the reverse; probably caused at removal.

(Note: [K1558] part of soil block 2)

(Grid location: [K1558], no location)

L. 20mm; W. 5.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.63g; 
X-ray: L93

436 [K2157]
Mount in gold with filigree ornaMent and a 
garnet boss. Incomplete, two fragments, torn ends, 
no join; the complete end has been lifted. Made of 
sheet metal with a fixing-hole on the reverse at the 
back of the boss. Gem-setting: at the remaining end is 
a red cabochon garnet in a plain bezel with a filigree 
collar; no gold foil is visible behind the stone. Filigree: 
a beaded wire and thinner plain wire in combination 
frame the mount edges (plain wire on the inner edge) 
and form the collar to the garnet boss; granules with 
collars of plain wire form a band centrally on the other 
fragment. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Note: found with two fragments [K237] of die-
impressed sheet from helmet-band 593; five fragments 
[K2174] from zoomorphic band 594; one fragment 
[K237] from warrior band 596)

(Grid location: [K2157=K237] TH179, no location)

L. ‘joined’ 11mm; W. 5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.27g; 
no X-ray

0 20mm

0 20mm

0 20mm
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437   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

438   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

437 [K1181]
Mount in gold of sub-rectangular forM with rounded ends. Possibly a grip-
fitting. Slightly misshapen; possibly curved originally. Made of sheet metal with one 
nail (L. 4.5mm) fixed on the reverse one end; that the other end is missing. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K1181] BA0329, grid N9)

L. 18.5mm; W. 4mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.05g; X-ray: L92

438 [K833]
Mount in gold of trapezoidal forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly a grip-
fitting. Torn and misshapen both ends; each end angled originally. Made of sheet metal 
with remains of two fixing-holes one end (probably the other end was the same with 
holes at each corner); no nails/rivets. Filigree: geometric composition with the lozenge 
shape at the centre formed of herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted wires, 
with beaded wires medially); to the sides are complementary bands of mainly figure-
of-eights (with single annulets), formed of beaded wire and in a few cases twisted wire; 
the zones between are filled with scrollwork: C-scrolls, volute scrolls and fragments; 
the geometric bands are outlined in beaded wire, the mount edges have herringbone 
banding innermost and beaded wire outermost. Reverse: plain, with impressions from 
the wires. Wear/marks: moderate wear.

(Note: found in soil adhering: nine fragments of silver reeded strip, 613: [K1934]; 
silver hilt-ring 238; one silver nail, 674: [1936]; five small fragments of silver sheet, 
690: [1937])

(Grid location: [K833] SCC0021, no location)

L. 58mm; W. 18mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 3.50g; X-ray: L135

0 40mm10 20 30

0 20mm
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439   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

439 [K480]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly a guard-
tip fitting. Curved and convex at the middle; one end torn. Made of sheet metal with 
originally a fixing-hole at each corner; torn open one end; no nails/rivets. Filigree: the 
rectangular form is divided into four panels of unequal size by a cross formed from 
triple-strand pattern (with a central beaded wire, flanked by thinner two-ply twisted 
wires); the panels are filled mainly by C-scrolls of fine beaded wire, and the same wire 
type forms collars to the fixing-holes; herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) 
frames the inner long edges with beaded wire outermost. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: 
heavy wear; the beaded wire of the cross has been flattened. Set: pair with mount 440, 
probably a suite with 441–442.

(Grid location: [K480] TH211, no location)

L. 33mm; W. 11mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.60g; X-ray: L90

0 20mm
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440   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

440 [K992]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly a 
guard-tip fitting. Curved and convex at the middle; one edge torn. Made of sheet metal 
with a fixing-hole in each corner; no nails/rivets. Filigree: the rectangular form is 
divided into four panels of unequal size by a cross formed from triple-strand pattern 
(with a central beaded wire, flanked by thinner two-ply twisted wires); the panels are 
filled mainly by C-scrolls of fine beaded wire, and the same wire type forms collars to 
the fixing-holes; herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) frames the inner long 
edges with beaded wire outermost. Reverse: plain. Possible impression from a guard 
tip. Wear/marks: heavy wear; the beaded wire of the cross has been flattened. Set: pair 
with mount 439, probably a suite with 441–442.

(Grid location: [K992] BA0276, grid M8)

L. 29mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.86g; X-ray: L37

0 20mm
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441   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  442   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

441 [K1380, K1687]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly 
a guard-tip fitting. Torn; rejoined from two fragments; one half curled and holed; 
but retains part of its original curvature and convex section. Of sheet metal with a 
fixing-hole each corner; one torn open; one silver-gilt nail in situ (L. 5mm). Filigree: 
rectangular form originally divided into four panels by a cross formed from triple-
strand pattern (with a central beaded wire, flanked by two-ply twisted wires); panels 
filled mainly by C-scrolls of fine beaded wire, and the same wire type forms collars 
to the fixing-holes; herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) frames the inner 
long edges of the mount with beaded wire outermost. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: 
heavy wear at middle. Set: pair with mount 442, probably a suite with 439–440.

(Note: [K1687] part of soil block K512)

(Grid location: [K1380] TH244, [K1687], no locations)

L. 23mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.46g; X-ray: L80, L90 

442 [K1386, K1685]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly a 
guard-tip fitting. Torn; rejoined from two fragments. Made of sheet metal with a fixing-
hole in each corner; one gold nail, bent (L. 4mm). Filigree: the rectangular form was 
originally divided into four panels by a cross formed from triple-strand pattern (with 
a central beaded wire, flanked by two-ply twisted wires); the panels are filled mainly 
by C-scrolls of fine beaded wire, and the same wire type forms collars to the fixing-
holes; herringbone banding (of two-ply twisted wires) frames the mount’s inner long 
edges with beaded wire outermost. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: heavy wear across the 
middle. Set: pair with 441, possible suite with 439–440.

(Note: [K1386] part of soil block 18; [K1685] part of soil block K512)

(Grid location: [K1386], [K1685], no locations)

L. 29.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.41g; X-ray: L64, L80, L83

0 20mm

0 20mm
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443   Photography Natalie Harding; 
copyright Birmingham Museum Trust.  

444   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

443 [K478]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a guard-tip fitting. Both ends 
torn and missing; convex at the middle (dented possibly 
by the guard tip). Made of sheet metal. Filigree: divided 
into four panels by a thin cross formed of beaded wire; 
the panels are filled with scrollwork, mostly S-scrolls in 
beaded wire, set on an angle, the orientation changes in 
opposing panels; beaded wire frames the edges of the 
mount. Wear/marks: heavy wear to the convex middle. 
Set: suite with mounts 444–447.

(Grid location: [K478] TH211, no location)

L. 39mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.91g; X-ray: 
L72

444 [K1256]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a guard-tip fitting. 
The U-shaped curvature is original. Made of sheet metal, with two fixing-holes each end; 
three torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: divided into four panels by a thin cross formed of 
beaded wire; the panels are filled with scrollwork, mostly S-scrolls in beaded wire, set on 
an angle, the orientation changes in opposing panels; thicker beaded wire frames the edges 
of the mount. Wear/marks: heavy wear, focused at the middle. Set: suite with mounts 443 
and 445–447.

(Note: from soil adhering, on gold cross-hatched foil, 695: [K1964])

(Grid location: [K1256] BA0345, grid N10)

L. 30.5mm; W. 11mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.85g; X-ray: L137

0 20mm

0 20mm
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445   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

445 [K687]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree scrollwork. Probably a guard-tip 
fitting. The misshapen U-shaped curvature is original. Made of sheet metal with two 
fixing-holes each end; all torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: divided into four panels 
by a thin cross formed of beaded wire; the panels are filled with scrollwork, mostly 
S-scrolls in beaded wire, set on an angle, the orientation changes in the panels one side 
only; thicker beaded wire frames the edges of the mount. Wear/marks: heavy wear, 
focused at the middle. Two incised, angled lines on the reverse, forming a ‘//’ mark. Set: 
suite with mounts 443–444 and 446–447.

(Grid location: [K687] TH067, no location)

L. 39.5mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 5.13g; X-ray: L137

0 40mm10 20 30
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446   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. 
 

447–448   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

446 [K325]
Mount in gold with filigree scrollwork. Possibly 
part of a guard-tip fitting; probably of strip form originally 
(see set, 443–445, 447). Missing one ?half, the torn edge 
bent. Made of sheet metal with two fixing-holes at the 
remaining end in the corners; no nails/rivets. Filigree: 
two bands of scrollwork fill the remaining body of the 
mount, of S-scrolls in beaded wire, set on an angle, the 
orientation changes in each band; thicker beaded wire 
frames the edges of the mount; the bands are divided by 
a length of beaded wire; thicker beaded wire frames the 
mount. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Two 
incised, angled lines on the reverse, forming a ‘//’ mark. 
Set: suite with mounts 443–445 and 447.

(Grid location: [K325] TH170, no location)

L. 21mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.65g; X-ray: 
L135

447 [K951, K1440]
two fragMents of one or More Mounts in gold 
with filigree scrollwork. No join and torn edges; 
probably parts of 443 or 446, but again no joins were 
proved. Made of sheet metal with remains of fixing-
holes at the corners; no nails/rivets. Filigree: both 
fragments have bands of S-scrolls in beaded wire, set at 
an angle, running in different directions; bands divided 
by lengths of beaded wire; thicker beaded wire frames 
the mount. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear. 
Set: suite with mounts 443–446.

(Note: [K1440] part of soil block 8)

(Grid location: [K951] BA0254, grid K12; [K1440], 
no location)

L. 11.5/12mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.03g; 
X-ray: L89

448 [K800]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree 
herringbone ornaMent. Possibly a guard-tip fitting. 
Flattened out. Tapered along its length with a stepped 
narrower end. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-
hole at the narrow end and two at the wider end; no 
nails/rivets. Filigree: the length is filled by herringbone 
pattern (formed of two-ply twisted wires); edges 
mounted with beaded wires. Wear/marks: moderate 
wear. Reverse: possible impression from a guard tip at 
the narrow end. Set: pair with mount 449.

(Grid location: [K800] BA0108, grid J10)

L. 56mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.59g; X-ray: 
L80

0 40mm10 20 30
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449–450   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

449 [K1427]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree herringbone ornaMent. Possibly a 
guard-tip fitting. Tapered along its length with a stepped wider end; bent at the narrower 
end. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at the stepped end (torn open) and two 
at the other narrower end (with torn edges); no nails/rivets. Filigree: the length is filled 
by herringbone pattern (formed of two-ply twisted wires); edges mounted with beaded 
wires. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Some wires displaced. Set: pair with mount 448.

(Note: [K1427] part of soil block 4)

(Grid location: [K1427], no location)

L. 32.5mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.39g; X-ray: L80

450 [K810]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree interlace. Possibly a grip- 
or guard-tip fitting. Retains partly its original U-shaped curvature. Made of sheet 
metal with a fixing-hole in each corner; no nails/rivets. Interlace/?Style II: a band 
of interlace fills the mount, with two small filigree sections at the ends lending a 
zoomorphic character. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded wire on flat sheet; 
mount and fixing-holes framed with the same wire type. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: 
heavy wear, filigree wires worn flat. One long edge has cut marks. Set: probably a suite 
with mounts 451–453.

(Grid location: [K810] BA0109, grid J10)

L. 19mm; W. 7.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.97g; X-ray: L142

0 20mm
0 20mm
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451–452   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

451 [K305]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree serpent interlace. Probably a guard-
tip fitting. Retains its original U-shaped curvature. Made of sheet metal with two fixing-
holes each end in the corners; four nails in situ (L. 6–6.5mm); two or three of the nails 
are gold, but one is definitely silver with a smaller head (possibly a repair); the mount 
was possibly buried still attached to the guard as organic remains, probably horn, were 
attached to one nail. Style II: each side has a panel with a serpent with an interlaced 
body; the design is different in each case (the head of one has almost completely worn 
away). Filigree: Style II in triple-strand beaded wire on flat sheet; mount edges/panels 
and fixing-holes framed with the same wire type. Wear/marks: heavy wear, focused at 
the middle, including some lost wires. Set: suite with mounts 450 and 452–453. 

(Grid location: [K305] TH151, no location)

L. 18mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.60g; X-ray: L120, L131, L133

452 [K464]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree interlace. Probably a guard-tip fitting. 
Ends bent outwards, with a convex centre. Made of sheet metal with two fixing-holes 
each end in the corners; one gold nail in situ (L. 5mm). ?Style II: each side has a panel 
(of unequal size) with a different interlace design, with additional filigree sections 
lending a zoomorphic character. Filigree: ?Style II in triple-strand beaded wire on flat 
sheet; mount and fixing-holes framed with the same wire type; annulets in the opposite 
panel corners (one missing). Wear/marks: heavy wear, focused at the middle. Set: pair 
with mount 453, suite with 450–451. 

(Grid location: [K464] TH216, no location)

L. 46mm; W. 11mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 3.53g; X-ray: L118

0 20mm

0 20mm
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453–454   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

453 [K721]
Mount in gold of strip forM with filigree interlace. Probably a guard-tip fitting. 
Flattened out. Made of sheet metal with two fixing-holes each end in the corners; no 
nails/rivets. ?Style II/interlace: each side has a panel (of unequal size) with a different 
interlace design, with additional filigree strands lending a zoomorphic character. 
Filigree: ?Style II/interlace in triple-strand beaded wire on flat sheet; mount and 
fixing-holes framed with the same wire type; annulets in the opposite corners of the 
smaller panel. Wear/marks: heavy wear, focused at the centre, with multiple wires lost. 
Set: pair with mount 452, suite with 450–451. 

(Note: found with one fragment of silver reeded strip, 608: [K43])

(Grid location: [K721] BA0193, grid M12)

L. 50mm; W. 10.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 3.26g; X-ray: L76

454 [K735]
Mount in gold with filigree interlace. Probably a grip-fitting. Misshapen, 
originally of rectangular form and curved; cut and torn one end. Made of sheet metal 
with four fixing-holes, one in each corner; no nails/rivets. Interlace: a band of ribbon 
interlace occupies the larger of two panels. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded 
wire on a repoussé worked sheet backing (modelled from the front, between the wires); 
the narrow panel is filled with annulets of beaded wire, and the same wire type forms 
collars to the fixing-holes; thick beaded wire frames the mount edges and separates the 
panels. Reverse: shows the repoussé working. An additional piece of sheet is attached 
at one corner. Wear/marks: light wear. Flattening of the wires in two places from an 
impact or possibly a tool. Set: pair with mount 455.

(Note: [K735] part of finds group BA0204)

(Grid location: [K735] BA0204, grid M12)

L. 32mm; W. 14mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.51g; X-ray: L45
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455   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

456   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

455 [K958]
Mount in gold with filigree serpent interlace. Probably a grip-fitting. Misshapen, 
originally of rectangular form; missing one end, the edge badly torn. Made of sheet 
metal with two fixing-holes in the corners at the remaining end; no nails/rivets. Style 
II: serpent interlace occupies the larger of two panels. Filigree: Style II in triple-strand 
beaded wire on a repoussé worked sheet backing (modelled from the front, between 
the wires); the narrow panel is filled with two lines of annulets of beaded wire, divided 
by a length of beaded wire; the same wire type also forms collars to the fixing-holes; 
thick beaded wire frames the mount edges and separates the panels. Reverse: shows 
the repoussé working. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with 454.

(Grid location: [K958] BA0249, grid K12)

L. 27mm; W. 14.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.83g; X-ray: L45

456 [K314]
Mount in gold of trapezoidal forM with filigree interlace. Probably a grip-
fitting. Now flat, but the form, with angled ends, suggests an original curvature (see 
457); one end torn and one end cut. Made of sheet metal with a fixing-hole at each 
corner originally (one torn open); one silver nail/rivet head in situ. Interlace: a band of 
regular interlace fills the body of the mount. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded 
wire; the backing sheet was probably die-impressed; mount edged with three-ply 
twisted-beaded wire, with an inner frame at the bottom edge comprised of a two-ply 
twisted-beaded wire and two beaded wires; the fixing-holes have collars of beaded 
wire also. Reverse: the die-impressed pattern is visible. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: 
pair with mount 457.

(Note: found in soil adhering: two small fragments of die-impressed silver sheet, 606: 
[K1855]; three small fragments of silver sheet, 690: [K1856])

(Grid location: [K314] TH170, no location)

L. 56mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 4.91g; X-ray: L38, L41
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457   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

457 [K1034]
Mount in gold of trapezoidal forM with filigree interlace. Probably a grip-
fitting. Curved with angled ends, one end torn. Made of sheet metal with a fixing-hole 
in each corner; no nails/rivets. Interlace: a band of regular interlace fills the central 
length of the mount. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded wire; the backing sheet 
was probably die-impressed; mount edged with three-ply twisted-beaded wire, with 
inner borders along the long sides of herringbone band (of two-ply twisted wires) 
edged with beaded wire; the fixing-holes have collars of beaded wire also. Reverse: the 
die-impressed pattern is visible. Wear/marks: light wear overall, moderate to the edge 
wire. Set: pair with mount 456.

(Grid location: [K1034] BA0388, grid O7)

L. 38mm; W. 15mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 4.98g; X-ray: L54

0 40mm10 20 30
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458–459   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

458 [K1042]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with filigree interlace. Made of sheet 
Metal; four gold nails on the reverse, gripping the remains of a plate of copper alloy; 
the front edges of the mount extend beyond the deeper body of the fitting. Interlace: 
a symmetrical interlace design fills the single panel. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand 
beaded wire on a flat backing sheet; the panel is framed in beaded wire also. Wear/
marks: moderate wear to filigree, heaviest at the edges. Set: possibly a suite with 
mounts 494–495.

(Grid location: [K1042] BA0375, grid M7)

L. 15mm; W. 10.5mm; Th. 4mm; Wt 1.56g; X-ray: L120

459 [K42]
Mount in gold of a bird and fish. Possibly a grip-fitting. Both animal heads 
bent, but an original curvature is partly preserved. Made with a double thickness of 
sheet metal, into which the animal art was incised; four nails fixed on the reverse (L. 
4.5mm). Style II: the bird is shown in profile landing on the fish. It has a curved beak, 
gripping talons and semi-naturalistic feather detail. Fish-scales decorate the body of 
the fish. Reverse: the backing layer of sheet is torn in places. Differential tarnishing 
and fold marks on the nails suggest the mount was originally fitted to an object of Th. 
3mm (with the nail tips hammered over on its reverse). Wear/marks: moderate wear; 
extensive light scratches. 

(Note: found with one fragment [K713] of mount 570)

(Grid location: [K42] BA0197, no location)

L. 24mm; W. 11.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.13g; X-ray: L120, L133
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460   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing George Speake.  

460 [K1497]
Mount in gold of zooMorphic forM with filigree scrollwork. Possibly a grip-
fitting. Originally symmetrical but missing one end/head and a corresponding fin/foot/
hoof the other side (indicated by a tear in the sheet at the edge). Made of sheet metal; 
probably flat or slightly curved originally; five fixing-holes remain; no nails/rivets. 
Style II: the mount was double-headed originally. The remaining semi-naturalistic 
head is wolf- or horse-like with an ear, jaw/muzzle and almond-shaped eye; the sheet 
backing was repoussé worked (from the reverse) to set the head in low relief. Filigree: 
the banded ornament, details of the head and fin, and the edges of the mount are all 
delineated in beaded wire; the curving body of the mount is filled by four contoured 
bands of scrollwork, comprising S-scrolls, also of beaded wire (a few are missing). 
Wear/marks: moderate wear to some of the beaded wire. 

(Note: [K1497] part of soil block 20)

(Grid location: [K1497], no location) 

L. 40mm; W. 19mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.49g; no X-ray

0 20mm
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461   Photography Graeme McArthur. Drawing George Speake.  
(Photo copyright Birmingham Museums Trust.) 

462   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

461 [K796]
Mount in gold of fish forM with filigree ornaMent. Possibly a grip-fitting. 
Bent both ends. Made of sheet metal; possibly flat or slightly curved originally. Two 
gold nails are fixed on the reverse, one each end (L. 2.5mm–5mm); that at the tail 
is flattened. Style II: the fish is depicted semi-naturalistically with a hooked (kype) 
jaw like a male salmon/trout, four fins and a fan tail, and with a scaled body and tail. 
Filigree: the head and mouth, lateral line on the body and tail of the fish are defined 
by either double or triple-strand wire patterns (the latter is formed of a central beaded 
wire with flanking two-ply twisted wires); two-ply twisted wires were used for the 
fish-scale pattern also, and form the herringbone pattern infilling the fins; annulets of 
beaded wire decorate the eyeless head, and the same wire type edges the mount. Wear/
marks: moderate wear. Cut mark across the middle. 

(Grid location: [K796] BA0132, grid J11)

L. 23mm; W. 5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.93g; X-ray: L80

462 [K1663]
Mount in gold of fish forM with filigree ornaMent. Possibly a grip-fitting. Bent 
and split open at the head, at the fixing-hole. Made of sheet metal; possibly flat or 
flattish originally; the tail end has a metal flange added for attachment. Style II: the 
stylised fish has a pair of fins each side of a strip body and a fantail. The head was 
probably pointed originally, and it is possible the fish was intended to represent a pike. 
The missing nail/rivet would have formed the eye. Filigree: the lateral line of the fish, 
the eye/head surround and the edge of the mount are delineated in double and triple-
strand pattern (formed of a thick beaded wire with thinner flanking plain wires); thin 
beaded and plain wires also form herringbone pattern filling the body, fins and tail. The 
tail is separated from the body by bands of herringbone-with-spine (formed to two-ply 
twisted wires and a central plain wire). Reverse: multiple overlapping seams indicate 
several pieces of sheet were joined to form the backing. One join at the tail is from the 
appended sheet flange. Wear/marks: moderate overall.

(Note: [K1663] part of soil block K438)

(Grid location: [K1663], no location)

L. 30mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.42g; X-ray: L80
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463   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

463 [K1538]
Mount in gold with a bird head each end and filigree scrollwork. Possibly 
a grip-fitting. Bent, but probably curved originally, and one head crumpled. Made of 
sheet metal with one fixing-hole each end at the back of each eye and two at the edges 
of the wider centre; no nails/rivets. Style II: the profiled bird heads were probably the 
same originally, with curved beaks, but are mirrored (they are semi-naturalistic and 
not typical of Style II). ?Gem-settings: the eye of each head is formed of a small round 
bezel; these may have held stones, but none remains. Filigree: two bands of S-scrolls 
decorate the central body of the mount; the scrolls are formed of beaded wire; beaded 
wire also frames the bands and mount edges, and forms collars to the gem-settings 
and some of the fixing-holes; dummy nail-heads formed by repoussé flank the fixing-
holes on the edges of the mount; a medial line of triple-strand beaded wire separates 
the bands of scrollwork (the central beaded wire has worn flat). Reverse: plain. Wear/
marks: moderate wear. The medial wire bears two small cut marks.

(Note: [K1538] part of soil block 11)

(Grid location: [K1538], no location)

L. 21.5mm; W. 11mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.02g; X-ray: L80

0 20mm
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464   Photography copyright 
Birmingham Museums Trust.  

465   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

464 [K297]
Mount in gold of swastika forM with bird heads and filigree scrollwork. 
Misshapen, probably flat or slightly curved originally; one head torn and cut marks. 
Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at the eye of each of the four heads; the 
possible silver head of a nail/rivet is in one. Style II: the profiled bird heads have 
curved beaks (they are semi-naturalistic and not typical of Style II). ?Gem-settings: 
the eye of each bird is formed of a small round bezel; these may have held stones 
(set over the nail/rivet heads), but none remains. The larger empty bezel at the centre 
of the mount possibly had a stone also. Filigree: the body of the mount is filled with 
scrollwork, mostly S-scrolls of beaded wire; beaded wire also frames the mount edges 
and gem-settings, and forms hatching on the bird beaks. Wear/marks: moderate wear. 
One cut mark runs across the centre, another cuts the beak of one bird. 

(Note: from soil adhering: two fragments of silver reeded strip, 613: [K1842]; two 
fragments of silver sheet, 690: [K1879])

(Grid location: [K297] TH159, no location)

L. 38mm; W. 33mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 3.55g; no X-ray

465 [K468]
Mount in gold with a bird head, filigree ornaMent, and one garnet boss. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Bird head bent; retains a slight original curvature to the bottom 
edge. Made from sheet metal with three fixing-holes, at the eye of the head and in the 
bottom corners, all covered by gem-settings; no nails/rivets. Style II: the profiled bird 
head has a curled beak (its depiction is not typical of Style II). Gem-settings: only one 
of the three settings retains its stone, a red cabochon garnet; a cross-hatched gold foil 
backs the stone, but the impression is faint (the type cannot be identified). Filigree: the 
body of the mount is filled by small annulets of beaded wire; a line of collared granules 
runs along the bottom edge and others fill the beak and head of the bird; the mount is 
edged with thicker beaded wire and the bezels of the gem-settings also have collars. 
Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Scratches on the reverse, possibly from 
the point of a blade.

(Grid location: [K468] TH241, no location)

L. 20mm; W. 22mm; Th. 0.5mm; Wt 1.21g; X-ray: L80
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467   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  
466   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

466 [K5057]
Mount in gold with a zooMorphic head and filigree ornaMent. Probably a grip-
fitting. Curved section widthways; the ‘head’ is twisted and torn, possibly where there 
was a fixing-hole originally; no nails/rivets. Made of sheet metal, with a flange along 
the basal edge also for attachment. The ‘head’ mimics the bird heads seen on other 
mounts. Filigree: herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted wires) decorates 
the lower body of the mount and frames the edges. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light 
wear. 

(Grid location: [K5057] grid L11)

L. 12.5mm; W. 11mm; Th. 0.5mm; Wt 0.37g; X-ray: L70 2012

467 [K390]
Mount in gold with one head reMaining of a pair of bird heads and filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting; possibly from the upper grip. Misshapen and 
torn; curved widthways originally. Made from sheet metal with probably four fixing-
holes originally, at the eye of each head and at the corners; no nails/rivets. Style II: the 
profiled bird head has a curved beak (its semi-naturalistic depiction is not typical of 
Style II). Gem-setting: the eye of the bird is formed of a plain bezel, which probably 
had held a small stone, covering the nail/rivet head. Filigree: the body of the mount 
shows a geometric arrangement of bands, filled with collared granules and edged with 
beaded wire, which form a triangle centrally; the zones between are filled mainly with 
C- and S-scrolls of beaded wire; the beak of the bird is also filled with collared granules; 
beaded wire also forms a collar to each gem-setting. Reverse: two faint incised lines, 
forming a ‘//’ mark. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Set: pair with mount 468.

(Note: found with one small fragment of silver sheet, 690: [K1876])

(Grid location: [K390] TH117, no location)

L. 20mm; W. 21mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 2.84g; X-ray: L80

0 20mm

0 20mm
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468   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

468 [K475]
Mount in gold with bird heads and filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting; 
possibly from the lower grip. One head bent forward and one corner bent back and 
torn. Made from sheet metal with four fixing-holes, one at the eye of each head and 
one in each corner; no nails/rivets. Style II: the profiled bird heads have curved beaks, 
are confronted (mirrored), and joined at the beak tips (their semi-naturalistic depiction 
is not typical of Style II). Gem-setting: the eye of each head is formed of a plain, 
empty bezel; the stones that covered the nail/rivet heads are missing, but one setting 
retains a cross-hatched gold foil of ‘standard’ type. Filigree: the body of the mount 
shows a geometric arrangement of bands, filled with collared granules and edged with 
beaded wire, which form a triangle centrally; the zones between are filled mainly with 
scrollwork, C- and S-scrolls of beaded wire; the beaks of the birds are also filled with 
collared granules; beaded wire also forms collars to the gem-settings. Reverse: plain. 
Wear/marks: moderate wear. Set: pair with mount 467.

(Grid location: [K475] TH211, no location)

L. 39.5mm; W. 24mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 4.36g; X-ray: L142

0 20mm
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469   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

469 [K52]
fragMent of Mount in gold, originally with bird heads and filigree ornaMent. 
See mount 470. Probably a grip-fitting. Rolled, with a torn edge, the ornament obscured. 
Made of sheet metal with three fixing-holes remaining; no nails/rivets. Filigree: bird 
beaks outlined in triple-strand beaded wire; heads decorated with herringbone banding 
(formed of two-ply twisted wires); eyes formed from collared granules, which also 
form bands in between the herringbone bands; beaded wire forms collars to the fixing-
holes. Reverse: joins from multiple small pieces of sheet. Set: pair with mount 470. 

(Note: from soil adhering: three fragments of silver reeded sheet, 613: [K1777]; one 
fragment of silver tray [K1778] from helmet-band 593; one fragment of edging, 614: 
[K1780]; two fragments [K2136] of silver sheet from socket 607/08; one fragment 
[K1779] of silver die-impressed sheet 604)

(Grid location: [K52] BA0191, grid N12)

L. 16.5mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.73g; X-ray: L89, L90, L92, L116

0 20mm
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470   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

470 [K365]
Mount in gold with bird heads and filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. 
One head and end folded and torn, but the remaining form suggests a curved section 
originally. Made of sheet metal with five fixing-holes; no nails/rivets. Style II: the 
profiled and mirrored pair of bird heads have curved beaks and angled head-surrounds 
typical of the style; they can also be interpreted as a mask. Filigree: the heads are 
backed by a rectangle framed by herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted 
wire) with an outer thicker beaded wire; a vertical column of herringbone band also 
separates the heads (completing the angled head-surrounds), terminated by one of the 
fixing-holes; the rectangular frame is filled with C-scrolls formed of beaded wire; the 
bird beaks are outlined in triple-strand beaded wire; the heads are filled with narrow 
curved herringbone bands; the eyes and the spaces in between the curved bands 
are filled with collared granules; beaded wire also forms collars to the fixing-holes. 
Reverse: joins from multiple small pieces of sheet, perforated in places. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Set: pair with mount 469. 

(Note: from soil adhering: one small fragment of silver filigree, 689: [K1870]; one 
small fragment of silver sheet, 690: [K1871])

(Grid location: [K365] TH081, no location)

L. 22mm; W. 18mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 1.79g; X-ray: L80

0 20mm
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471   Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

471 [K113, K923]
Mount in gold with bird heads and filigree scrollwork. Probably a grip- or 
guard-fitting. Rejoined from two fragments, part of one end missing and torn the other 
end; preserves partly its original curvature. Made from two pieces of sheet metal (it was 
broken apart at the join) with one fixing-hole one end, remaining from probably four 
originals; no nails/rivets. Style II: a pair of profiled and mirrored bird heads decorated 
each end originally. Those remaining have curved beaks and angled head-surrounds 
typical of the style; they can also be interpreted as a mask. Filigree: the rectangular 
body of the mount is divided into zones by a cross formed of herringbone-with-spine 
(formed of a pair of two-ply twisted-beaded wires with a plain wire between, flanked 
by thinner beaded wires; some wires lost); the four zones are filled with S-scrolls 
in beaded wire set at an angle; the bird heads and the mount are outlined in thicker 
beaded wire, with thinner beaded wires used for the detail of the heads (triple-strand 
beaded wire was used for the head-surrounds); granules and collared granules form 
the eyes and small annulets decorate the heads. Reverse: sheet join. Incised ‘X’ mark. 
Wear/marks: moderate wear. Filigree flattened at the centre, with wires lost, possibly 
caused by a tool. Set: pair with mount 472.

(Note: fragment [113] found with hilt-collar 135)

(Grid location: [K113] BA0010, grid K10; [K923] BA1040, no location)

L. 21.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.31g; X-ray: L135 

0 20mm
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472   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

472 [K1321]
half fragMent of a Mount in gold with bird heads and filigree scrollwork. 
Probably a grip- or guard-fitting. Made from sheet metal, curved originally, with two 
fixing-holes remaining at the end; no nails/rivets. Probably torn apart at an original 
sheet join (see mount 471); one of the bird heads is bent back. Style II: the bird heads, 
in profile, were mirrored originally, with curved beaks and angled head-surrounds 
typical of the style; they can also be interpreted as a mask. Filigree: the remaining 
body of the mount has two surviving zones of S-scrolls in beaded wire; separating 
these down the middle of the mount is a ridge of herringbone-with-spine (formed of 
a pair of two-ply twisted-beaded wires with a plain wire between, flanked by thinner 
beaded wires); the bird heads and the mount are outlined in thicker beaded wire (triple-
strand beaded wire was used for the head-surrounds), with thinner beaded wires used 
for the detail of the heads and for the small annulets; collared granules form the eyes. 
Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with mount 471.

(Grid location: [K1321] TH242, no location)

L. 23mm; W. 11mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.05g; X-ray: L80

0 20mm
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473   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

473 [K1000]
Mount in gold with filigree scrollwork and garnet geM-settings. Probably 
a grip-fitting; possibly from the upper grip. One edge bent over, but it preserves its 
original curvature. Made from sheet metal with one fixing-hole at each corner; no 
nails/rivets. Style II: the two gem-settings together with the bolder lines in filigree 
form a design that can be interpreted either as a pair of confronted birds or as a face-
mask. The birds, in profile, have curved beaks, pear-shaped hips and taloned feet (the 
depiction is not typical of Style II). (Note, the necks of the birds, as shown on mount 
474, are omitted in this case) Gem-settings: the head/eye of each bird is formed of a 
red cabochon garnet in a plain bezel with a filigree surround; cross-hatched gold foils 
of a rare type, of a ‘standard’ pattern overlain by diamond ‘boxes’, back the garnets. 
Filigree: Style II/face-mask in triple-strand beaded wire (the thinner flanking wires 
are spiral-beaded); the edges of the mount and gem-settings are framed with a similar 
but double combination of thicker beaded and thinner spiral-beaded wires; the space 
surrounding the zoomorphic decoration is filled by scrollwork in spiral-beaded wire, 
many of the elements formed of paired wires, including C- and S-scrolls, annulets and 
figure-of-eights; the fixing-holes have collars in the same wire type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: pair with mount 474, possibly a suite with 475.

(Grid location: [K1000] BA0283, grid M13)

L. 25mm; W. 26.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 4.54g; X-ray: L77

0 20mm
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474   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

Catalogue entry next page
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474 [K454]
Mount in gold with filigree scrollwork and garnet geM-settings. Probably 
a grip-fitting; possibly from the lower grip. Misshapen, but it suggests an original 
curvature widthways. Made from sheet metal with one fixing-hole at each corner; 
one torn; no nails/rivets. Style II: the two gem-settings together with the bolder lines 
in filigree form a design that can be interpreted either as a pair of confronted birds or 
as a face-mask. The birds, in profile, have curved beaks, necks, pear-shaped hips and 
taloned feet (the depiction is not typical of Style II). Gem-settings: the head/eye of 
each bird is formed of a red cabochon garnet in a plain bezel with a filigree surround 
(Diam. 6mm); cross-hatched gold foils of a rare type, with a ‘standard’ pattern overlain 
by diamond ‘boxes’, back the garnets. Filigree: Style II/face-mask in triple-strand 
beaded wire (the thinner flanking wires are spiral-beaded); the edges of the mount and 
gem-settings are framed with a similar but double combination of thicker beaded and 
thinner spiral-beaded wires; the space surrounding the zoomorphic decoration is filled 
by scrollwork in spiral-beaded wire, many of the elements formed of paired wires, 
including C- and S-scrolls, annulets and figure-of-eights; the fixing-holes have collars 
in the same wire type. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Set: pair with mount 473, possibly 
a suite with 475.

(Grid location: [K454] TH228, no location)

L. 35mm; W. 21mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 6.52g; X-ray: L77, L83
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475  Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

476   Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

475  [K71, K1010]
Mount in gold with filigree interlace and scrollwork. Possibly a grip-fitting. 
Misshapen, rolled and torn, a small fragment from one edge rejoined. Made from sheet 
metal with one fixing-hole at each of the three remaining corners and one midway along 
each of the straight edges; no nails/rivets. Interlace: the body of the mount is filled 
with a panel of regular interlace. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded wire (the 
thinner flanking wires are spiral-beaded); bands of scrollwork flank the interlace, of 
C-scrolls formed from paired spiral-beaded wires; the sheet backing has been repoussé 
worked (from the front); punctuating the interlace design are collared granules, the 
collars of spiral-beaded wire; the fixing-holes have collars in the same; annulets and 
figure-of-eights also occur in places; thicker beaded wire frames the panel and bands, 
and other edges. Reverse: sheet patch. Wear/marks: moderate wear. Set: possibly a 
suite with mounts 473 and 474. 

(Grid location: [K71] BA0030, grid K11; [K1010] BA0082, grid L11)

L. 34mm; W.18mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 6.58g; X-ray: L135, L138

476 [K738]
Mount in gold of pelta forM with filigree ornaMent. Missing one scrolled 
terminal. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole; no nail/rivet. Filigree: beaded 
and twisted wires frame the mount, including bands forming herringbone pattern 
(formed of two-ply twisted wires) that fill the neck and curving pelta; triple-strand 
beaded wire forms a collar to the fixing-hole. Wear/marks: light wear. Cut mark at 
top edge. Set: pair with mount 477.

(Note: part of finds group BA0204)

(Grid location: [K738] BA0204, grid M12)

L. 13mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.39g; X-ray: L64

0 20mm

0 20mm
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477  Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology. 

478 Photography Lucy Martin, 
Cotswold Archaeology. 

479  Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology. 

477 [K865]
Mount in gold of pelta forM with scrolled 
terMinals and filigree ornaMent. Cut, missing 
its upper neck portion (see mount 476). Made of two 
pieces of sheet metal with one fixing-hole; no nail/rivet. 
Filigree: a band of herringbone (formed of two-ply 
twisted wires) fills the curving pelta, and a small part 
of a second band remains at the truncated neck; beaded 
wire frames the mount and band ornament, and forms 
a triple-strand collar to the fixing-hole. Reverse: join 
between the two sheet pieces. Wear/marks: light wear. 
Set: pair with mount 476.

(Grid location: [K865] US0124 SCC, no location)

L. 14mm; W. 7.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.34g; X-ray: 
L80

478 [K40]
Mount in gold of eye-shaped forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. Bent, but with a 
concave and curved section originally. Made of sheet 
metal with one fixing-hole each end and a third centrally 
at one edge, and with a flange along the basal edge; the 
holes at the ends are torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: 
bands of herringbone pattern (formed of two-ply twisted 
wires, flanked by beaded wires) are interspersed with 
C- and S-scrolls in beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/
marks: light wear in places. Flattening of the filigree in 
places from damage. Set: pair with mount 479, possibly 
a suite with 417–421.

(Grid location: [K40] BA0236, grid L12)

L. 18mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.78g; 
X-ray L55

479 [K1273]
Mount in gold of eye-shaped forM with filigree 
scrollwork. Probably a grip-fitting. Concave and 
curved section, bent one end. Made of sheet metal 
with one fixing-hole each end and a third centrally at 
one edge, and with a flange along the basal edge; the 
holes at the ends are torn open; no nails/rivets. Filigree: 
bands of herringbone (formed of two-ply twisted wires, 
flanked by beaded wires) are interspersed by C-, S- and 
V-scrolls in beaded wire. Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Flattening of the filigree in places from 
damage. Set: pair with mount 478, possibly a suite with 
417–421. 

(Grid location: [K1273] BA0362, grid N12)

L. 23.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.73g;
 X-ray: L54

0 20mm 0 20mm 0 20mm
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480–482 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

480 [K974]
Mount in gold of l-shaped forM with filigree 
aniMal ornaMent. Possibly a grip-fitting. Bent, 
possibly curved originally. Made of sheet metal, with 
three spaced fixing-holes; one gold nail in situ (L. 5mm). 
Style II: a procession of zoomorphs with biting jaws and 
ribbon bodies fills the mount. Filigree: zoomorphic jaws 
in triple-strand beaded wire; bodies in herringbone band 
(formed of two-ply twisted wires); fixing-holes have 
collars of beaded wire, and there is one annulet in the 
same; thick beaded wire frames the mount. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: light wear. 

(Grid location: [K974] BA0270, grid M10)

L. 24.5mm; W. 7mm; Th. beaded edge 1mm; Wt 1.42g; 
X-ray: L89

481 [K920]
Mount in gold of cross forM with filigree 
ornaMent. Missing one arm. Made of sheet metal, flat, 
with five fixing-holes; one arm has two holes at its end 
(one is possibly a repair), with the head of a silver nail/
rivet in one. Filigree: the arms have lines of annulets 
of beaded wire, which also form collars to the fixing-
holes; herringbone banding (formed of two-ply twisted 
wires) forms framing with beaded wire at the outer edge; 
curved lengths of beaded wire also decorate the centre 
(surrounding the central fixing-hole). Reverse: one sheet 
join at the junction of one arm. Wear/marks: moderate 
wear. 

(Grid location: [K920] BA1044, no location)

L. 19.5mm; W. 15mm; Th. edge 0.5mm; Wt 0.64g; 
X-ray: L80

482 [K5018]
Mount in gold of cross forM with filigree 
ornaMent and a central garnet boss. One arm 
torn and folded back. Made of sheet metal, probably 
flat or flattish originally, with a single fixing-hole at 
the reverse of the garnet; the head of a silver nail/rivet 
remains in situ. Gem-setting: red cabochon garnet in a 
plain bezel; a cross-hatched gold foil backs the stone, 
probably of ‘standard’ type. Filigree: the arms are filled 
with C-scrolls of spiral-beaded wire; thick beaded wire 
edges the mount and forms a collar to the gem-setting. 
Reverse: plain. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Grid location: [K5018] grid M11)

L. 20.5mm; W. 15.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.32g; 
X-ray: L70

0 20mm
0 20mm

0 20mm
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483–485 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

483 [K487]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with filigree 
interlace. Probably a grip-fitting. Torn basal edge, 
missing the edge-wire. Curved section widthways. Made 
of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at the tip; no nail/
rivet. Interlace: a looping interlace design fills the form, 
the single strand terminates at the fixing-hole. Filigree: 
interlace in triple-strand beaded wire; the design is raised 
on a thin sheet lattice, cut-out to match the pattern; the 
outer edge of the mount is framed by thick beaded wire, 
with a thin beaded wire innermost, and the fixing-hole 
has a collar in the same. Reverse: plain except for a 
possible blade scratch. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair 
with mount 484.

(Grid location: [K487] TH211, no location)

L. 13mm; W.10.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.09g; 
X-ray: L135

484 [K1579]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with filigree 
interlace. Probably a grip-fitting. Curved section 
widthways. Made of sheet metal with one fixing-hole at 
the tip; no nail/rivet. Interlace: a looping interlace design 
fills the form, the single strand terminates at the fixing-
hole. Filigree: interlace in triple-strand beaded wire; the 
design is raised on a thin sheet lattice, cut-out to match 
the pattern; the outer edge of the mount is framed by 
thick beaded wire, with a thin beaded wire innermost, 
and the fixing-hole has a collar in the same. Reverse: 
plain. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with mount 483.

(Note: [K1579] part of soil block 1)

(Grid location: [K1579], no location)

L. 13mm; W.10mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.04g; X-ray: 
L135

485 [K1165]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with incised 
aniMal ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Flat or 
slightly curved originally. Made of sheet metal with a 
nail fixed on the reverse (L. 3.5mm). Style II: a small 
quadruped creature inhabits the mount, depicted in 
profile, with a contorted rear leg, bent back on itself and 
piercing the hip; its stepped jaw (bent) forms the outline 
of the apex. A circular punch was used for the eye. Wear/
marks: light wear. Set: suite with mounts 486–487.

(Grid location: [K1165] BA0421, no location)

L. 13mm; W. 8mm; Th. sheet <0.5mm; Wt 0.35g; X-ray: 
L136

0 20mm 0 20mm 0 20mm
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486–488 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

486 [K409]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with 
incised aniMal ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. 
Flat or slightly curved originally. Torn at the apex 
(head). Made of sheet metal, the stub of one copper-
alloy nail/rivet pierces the mount (possibly a repair). 
Style II: a small quadruped creature inhabits the 
mount; the head, with a stepped jaw, is torn and bent 
back. It is depicted in profile, with a contorted rear 
leg, bent back on itself and piercing the hip. Wear/
marks: light wear. Set: suite with mounts 485 and 
487.

(Grid location: [K409] TH115, no location) 

L. 10mm; W. 7mm; Th. sheet <0.5mm; Wt 0.25g; 
X-ray: L136

487 [K587]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with incised 
aniMal ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Flat or 
slightly curved originally. Torn, missing one end. Made 
of sheet metal with a nail fixed on the reverse (L. 3mm). 
Style II: a small quadruped creature inhabits the mount, 
but is missing its head. It is depicted in profile, with a 
contorted rear leg, bent back on itself and piercing the 
hip. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: suite with mounts 485–
486.

(Grid location: [K587] TH022, no location) 

L. 9.5mm; W. 7mm; Th. sheet 0.5mm; Wt 0.22g; X-ray: 
L136

488 [K95]
Mount in gold with a forked end. Forks bent; the 
other end appears like part of a hinge, suggesting it 
joined something. Made of thick gold sheet, without 
decoration, and slightly curved along the length and 
width. Three bent, fixed nails remain on the reverse (L. 
straightest 8mm); a fourth is indicated by a solder patch 
on the empty fork. Reverse: two dots midway between 
the original four nails may indicate where further 
fixings had been intended in manufacture, but not 
implemented. Wear/marks: moderate wear; extensive 
light scratches.

(Grid location: [K95] BA0008, grid K10)

L. 35mm; W. 10mm; Th. sheet 1mm; Wt 4.41g; no 
X-ray

0 20mm 0 20mm

0 20mm
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489–491 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. 

489 [K22]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with garnet 
cloisonné ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Tip 
bent, with a small cut mark (?levered). Curved section 
widthways, with a lip around the front edge. Made from 
sheet metal with a fixing-hole on the reverse at each 
vertex; one gold nail, flattened; other holes expanded 
from nail removal. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork with 
a central zone of rectilinear forms and a triangle, flanked 
by bands of stepped cells, and a circular cell at the apex 
(cf. mount 490); the flat red garnets are backed by cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: pair with mount 490

(Note: found with mount 493)

(Grid location: [K22] BA0209, no location)

L. 12mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.13g; no X-ray

490 [K783]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with garnet 
cloisonné ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Curved 
section widthways, with a lip around the front edge. 
Made from sheet metal with a fixing-hole on the 
reverse at each vertex; one gold nail, bent (L. 6mm); 
other holes expanded from nail removal. Cloisonné: 
geometric cellwork with a central zone of rectilinear 
forms and a triangle, flanked by bands of stepped cells, 
and a mushroom-shape at the apex; the flat red garnets 
are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ 
type. Wear/marks: light wear. Two small cut-marks at 
one point on the lip (?levered). Set: pair with mount 
489.

(Grid location: [K783] BA0099, no location)

L. 12.5mm; W. 12mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.08g; X-ray: 
L76

491 [K1868]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with garnet 
cloisonné ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Missing 
one garnet covering a fixing-hole, but otherwise 
complete. Slight curvature widthways. Made from 
sheet metal, with a lip around the back edge, a flange of 
sheet at the base, and three fixing-holes on the reverse; 
no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork with a 
central zone of rectilinear forms, topped by a semi-
circular cell, and a frame of rectilinear forms; the flat 
red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear. The fixing-
holes are torn on the reverse from the mount’s forced 
removal. One side a small slot has been made by a 
pointed implement, a ?blade (?levered).

(Note: found inside pommel 57, with three fragments of 
silver sheet, 690: [K1866, K1869])

(Grid location: [K1868=K358] TH096, no location)

L. 15mm; W. 14mm; Th. edge 2.5mm; Wt 1.05g; X-ray: 
L11

0 20mm

0 20mm

0 20mm
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494 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, 
Cotswold Archaeology.  492–493 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. 

492 [K331]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with garnet 
cloisonné ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Made 
from sheet metal; at the apex is a small point, now bent, 
but originally it probably projected straight, and together 
with the flange of sheet at the base it would have secured 
the mount in position. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork 
with a central triangular cell, within a border of rectilinear 
forms; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched 
gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear. 

(Grid location: [K331] TH170, no location)

L. 15.5mm; W. 9.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.11g; X-ray: 
L137

493 [K718]
Mount in gold of triangular forM with filigree 
scrollwork and a garnet geM-setting. Probably 
a grip-fitting. Bent, but probably flat originally. Made 
from sheet metal; the back of the gem-setting projects 
on the reverse, with three fixing-holes; two gold nails in 
situ (L. 4mm). Gem-setting: the triangular flat red garnet 
is set in a plain bezel, backed by a cross-hatched gold 
foil of ‘standard’ type. Filigree: a border of S-scrolls 
of beaded wire surrounds the garnet; a thicker beaded 
wire edges the mount. Wear/marks: moderate wear to 
the edge wire.

(Note: found with mount 489)

(Grid location: [K718] BA0209, no location)

L. 14.5mm; W. 12mm; Th. 2.5mm; Wt 0.98g; X-ray: 
L134

494 [K1184]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with garnet 
and glass cloisonné ornaMent. Edges damaged and 
some inlays broken. Made from sheet metal; the front 
edges of the mount extend beyond the deeper cloisonné 
body; copper staining on the reverse, and possibly small 
remains of a back-plate. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork 
of stepped forms in garnet, with a central lozenge of 
glass and two corresponding triangles at the ends. The 
glass is of millefiori type, with an opaque red and blue 
chequered pattern (like pommel 53 and mount 495, 
but the glass has not been analysed). Each of the flat 
red garnets is backed by a cross-hatched gold foil of 
‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: ?light wear. Set: possibly 
a suite with 458 and 495.

(Grid location: [K1184] BA0298, grid L14)

L. 13.5mm; W. 7mm; Th. 3mm; Wt 0.95g; no X-ray

0 20mm
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495–496 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

495 [K1226]
Mount in gold of rectangular forM with garnet and glass cloisonné 
ornaMent. Some stones broken, but otherwise undamaged. Made of sheet metal; the 
front edges extend beyond the deeper body of the mount; there is a fixing-hole in 
each corner on the reverse, with the stubs of four silver nails/rivets in situ. Cloisonné: 
geometric cellwork with a central square of millefiori glass, with an opaque red and 
blue chequered pattern (like pommel 53 and mount 494). Stepped cellwork surrounds 
the centre with semi-circular cells at the corners; the flat red garnets are backed by 
cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Cross symbols are concealed in the pattern. 
Reverse: copper corrosion covers the back, possibly from contact with a copper-alloy 
back-plate (see 458 and 494). Wear/marks: ?light wear. 

(Grid location: [K1226] BA0136, grid J9)

L. 14.5mm; W. 11mm; Th. 2.5mm; Wt 1.59g; X-ray: no x-ray

496 [K737, K788]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Originally of U-shaped form with stepped ends. Rejoined from two fragments; torn 
apart and misshapen, some garnets/foils missing. Made from sheet metal with a fixing-
hole at each end on the reverse; holes have ruptured edges; no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: 
fish-scale cellwork decorates each side with square cells at the ends; an oval lidded 
gold cell originally separated the patterns at the centre; the flat red garnets are backed 
by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with 
mount 497.

(Note: [K737] part of finds group BA0204)

(Grid location: [K737] BA0204, grid M12; [K788] US0106, no location)

L. 17/19mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 2.79g; X-ray: L44, L74
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0 20mm
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497–498 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

497 [K1316]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Originally of U-shaped form with stepped ends. Ends bent outwards, some garnets/
foils missing. Made from sheet metal, with a fixing-hole at each end on the reverse 
(one torn open); no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: fish-scale cellwork decorates each side 
with square cells at the ends; the patterns are separated at the centre by an oval lidded 
gold cell; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. 
Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with mount 496.

(Grid location: [K1316] TH242, no location)

L. 30mm; W. 7.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 2.61g; X-ray: L73

498 [K474]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Misshapen, one side torn at a severe fold, some cells ruptured with garnets/foils 
missing (other stones sunken); originally of U-shaped form. Made from sheet metal, 
with two fixing-holes each end (torn open one end); heads of three silver nails/rivets 
in situ. Cloisonné: each side has an identical geometric pattern, comprising two bands 
of stepped cells divided by a central line of rectangular cells; a rectangular lidded 
gold cell (lifted), set vertically, originally separated the sides at the centre; the flat red 
garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. 

(Grid location: [K474] TH211, no location)

L. 34mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 2.5mm; Wt 5.40g; X-ray: L134
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499 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

499 [K323]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Of U-shaped form, the sides of different length. Probably from the upper guard. Ends 
damaged, with multiple garnets/foils missing. Made from sheet metal with originally 
three fixing-holes each end; one is torn open one end; two copper-alloy nails/rivet stubs 
in situ the same end. Cloisonné: a different geometric pattern each side; the longer side 
shows a central row of split-mushroom cells (aligned to form whole ‘mushrooms’) 
with stepped and further split-mushroom cells at the edges; the other side has a pair of 
stepped rhomboids with flanking stepped forms; the sides are separated at the tip by 
a lentoid gold lidded cell; the flat red garnets were backed by cross-hatched gold foils 
of 'standard' type (multiple exposed examples). Wear/marks: light wear. Three incised 
lines one edge, forming a ‘|||’ mark. Set: with mounts 500–502.

(Note: one silver nail/rivet and washer, 675: [K1862], from adhering soil)

(Grid location: [K323] TH170, no location)

L. 29mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 3mm; Wt 4.27g; X-ray: L74

0 20mm
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500–501 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

500 [K373]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Of U-shaped form, the sides of different length. Probably from the upper guard. One 
side bent outwards, with some garnets/foils missing. Made from sheet metal, with on 
the reverse three fixing-holes one end, containing three copper-alloy nails/rivet stubs; 
two empty fixing-holes the other end, one torn open. Cloisonné: a different geometric 
pattern each side; the longer side shows a central row of split-mushroom cells (aligned 
to form whole ‘mushrooms’) with stepped and further split-mushroom cells at the 
edges; the other side has a pair of stepped rhomboids with flanking stepped forms; 
the sides are separated at the tip by a lentoid gold lidded cell; the flat red garnets were 
backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (multiple exposed examples). 
Wear/marks: light wear. Set: with mounts 499 and 501–502.

 (Grid location: [K373] TH105, no location)

L. 24mm; W. 8.5mm; Th. edge 4mm; Wt 4.69g; X-ray: L123

501 [K773]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Of U-shaped form, the sides of different length. Probably from the lower guard. One 
side bent outwards; torn on the reverse; some garnets/foils missing. Made from sheet 
metal with on the reverse three fixing-holes one end, and two fixing-holes the other 
end; no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: a different geometric pattern each side; the longer side 
shows a central row of split-mushroom cells (aligned to form whole ‘mushrooms’) 
with stepped and further split-mushroom cells at the edges; the other side has a pair of 
stepped rhomboids with flanking stepped forms; the sides are separated at the tip by 
a lentoid gold lidded cell; the flat red garnets were backed by cross-hatched gold foils 
of 'standard' type (some exposed examples). Wear/marks: light wear. Set: with mounts 
499–500 and 502.

 (Grid location: [K773] BA0096, no location)

L. 30mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 4mm; Wt 7.19g; X-ray: L73
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502–503 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

502 [K348]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Of U-shaped form, the sides of different length. Probably from the lower guard. One 
side bent outwards with some garnets/foils missing. Made from sheet metal with on 
the reverse three fixing-holes one end, and two fixing-holes the other end; one stub 
of a copper-alloy nail/rivet in situ. Cloisonné: a different geometric pattern each side; 
the longer side shows a central line of split-mushroom forms (aligned to form whole 
‘mushrooms’; except the last in the line that is more ‘arrow’ shaped) with stepped and 
further split-mushroom cells at the edges; the other side has a pair of stepped rhomboids 
with flanking stepped forms; the sides are separated at the tip by a lentoid gold lidded 
cell; the flat red garnets were backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 'standard' type 
(multiple exposed examples). Wear/marks: light wear. Set: with mounts 499–501.

(Grid location: [K348] TH122, no location)

L. 28mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 4mm; Wt 6.77g X-ray: L123

503 [K969]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
One side twisted and damaged, with several garnets/foils lost and other stones fractured. 
Originally of U-shaped form with stepped ends (the position of the step alternates each 
end). Probably from the upper guard. Made from sheet metal with one fixing-hole on 
the reverse each end; two copper-alloy nail/rivet stubs in situ. Cloisonné: a continuous 
geometric band of arrow-shaped and stepped cellwork decorates the mount; the flat 
red garnets were backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (some foils and 
a backing paste are exposed in places). Wear/marks: light wear. Two lines, forming a 
‘//’ mark, are incised on the reverse. Set: pair with mount 504 and a suite with 505–506.

(Grid location: [K969] BA0275, grid L8)

L. 24.5mm; W. 6mm; Th. edge 2.5mm; Wt 3.13g; X-ray: L121
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504 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

504 [K1147]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Slightly misshapen, with a single garnet lost. Of U-shaped form with stepped ends (the 
position of the step alternates each end). Probably from the upper guard. Made from 
sheet metal with one fixing-hole on the reverse each end; two copper-alloy nail/rivet 
stubs in situ. Cloisonné: a continuous geometric band of arrow-shaped and stepped 
cellwork decorates the mount; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold 
foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with mount 503 and a suite 
with 505–506.

 (Grid location: [K1147] BA0481, grid location K16)

L. 28mm; W. 6mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 3.81g; X-ray: L74
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505 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

505 [K118]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
One side twisted, the cellwork ruptured with multiple garnets/foils lost and other 
stones sunken. Originally of U-shaped form with stepped ends (the position of the 
step alternates each end). Probably from the lower guard. Made from sheet metal 
with two fixing-holes each end on the reverse; one copper-alloy nail/rivet stub in situ. 
Cloisonné: a continuous geometric band of stepped cellwork decorates the mount; the 
flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Set: pair with mount 506 and a suite with 503–504. 

(Grid location: [K118] BA0064, grid L10)

L. 34.5mm; W. 7mm; Th. edge 3mm; Wt 4.79g; X-ray: L121, L131
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506–507 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

506 [K1246]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Sides bent apart and one is heavily damaged (by an impact or possibly a tool) with 
multiple garnets/foils lost. Originally of U-shaped form with stepped ends (the position 
of the step alternates each end). Probably from the lower guard. Made from sheet metal 
with one fixing-hole each end on the reverse; no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: a continuous 
geometric band of stepped cellwork decorates the mount; the flat red garnets were 
backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (some exposed examples). Wear/
marks: light wear. Two lines with a crossing line are incised on the reverse one end, 
forming a ‘//’ mark. Set: pair with mount 505 and a suite with 503–504. 

(Grid location: [K1246] BA0338, grid N9)

L. 62.5 mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 3mm; Wt 5.54g; X-ray: L134

507 [K106, K5031]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Two torn joining fragments with some garnets/foils missing. Originally of U-shaped 
form with stepped ends (the position of the step alternates each end). Possibly from the 
upper guard.  Made from sheet metal with on the reverse two fixing-holes each end; no 
nails/rivets. Cloisonné: the same geometric pattern of mushroom-shaped and stepped 
forms decorates each side with borders of rectangular cellwork on two sides; the sides 
were originally separated at the centre by a large rectangular gold lidded cell; the flat 
red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (multiple exposed 
examples). Reverse: sheet join one end. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: with mount 508. 

(Grid location: [K106] BA0068, grid M11; [K5031] grid L9)

L. 17.5/23mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 2.17g; X-ray: L70, L120
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509 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

508 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

508 [K476]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Sides splayed, ends torn, with multiple garnets lost. Originally of U-shaped form, 
probably with stepped ends (badly damaged). Possibly from the lower guard.  Made 
from sheet metal with on the reverse possibly two fixing-holes each end; no nails/
rivets. Cloisonné: a similar geometric pattern of mushroom-, arrow-shaped and stepped 
forms decorates each side, and one side also has borders of rectangular cellwork (cf. 
507); the sides are separated at the centre by a large rectangular gold lidded cell; the 
flat red garnets were backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 'standard' type (multiple 
exposed examples). Wear/marks: light wear. Set: with mount 507. 

(Grid location: [K476] TH211, no location)

L. 44.5mm; W. 8.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 3.35g; X-ray: L134

509 [K1001]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Misshapen, some garnets/foils missing; originally of U-shaped form. Made from sheet 
metal with two fixing-holes each end; no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: a similar geometric 
pattern of stepped cellwork each side; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched 
gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Reverse: one sheet join at the centre. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: pair with mount 510. 

(Note: one small fragment of die-impressed silver sheet, 606: [K1940], from adhering 
soil)

(Grid location: [K1001] BA0258, grid K12)

L. 22.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 2.98g; X-ray: L121
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0 20mm
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510 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  

510 [K1366]
Mount in gold froM the tip of a hilt-guard with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Badly damaged one side and end (the cellwork removed in one place) with multiple 
garnets/foils missing. Of U-shaped form. Made from sheet metal with two fixing-holes 
and a flange of sheet at the intact end (holes expanded from removal); no nails/rivets. 
Cloisonné: a geometric pattern each side of stepped cellwork; the flat red garnets are 
backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (exposed in places). Wear/marks: 
light wear. Set: pair with mount 509. 

(Grid location: [K1366] TH244, no location)

L. 21mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 2.75g; X-ray: L121

0 20mm
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512–513 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   511 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. 
 

511 [K16]
Mount in gold of bird forM with garnet cloisonné 
ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight 
curvature to the width, but head bent. Two missing 
garnets, other stones sunken and fractured. Made from 
sheet metal with one fixed nail (L. 8.5mm) at the reverse 
of the head, bent at its tip; a flange of sheet at the tail 
is also for attachment. Style II: the bird is depicted in 
profile with a curved beak, an angled head-surround 
(typical of the style), a curled wing and taloned leg. 
Only the tail differs from its pair (see 512), having three 
instead of four ‘feather’ bars at the tail, and the two are 
also mirror images of one another. Cloisonné: the flat 
red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type (two are exposed by missing garnets). 
Lidded gold cells were used between the garnet inlays 
to create the zoomorphic design (though the joins are 
virtually invisible). The eye of the bird is formed by a 
tiny droplet of dark glass. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: 
pair with 512, possibly a suite with 513.

(Grid location: [K16] BA0237, grid K12)

L. 22mm; W. 9.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 2.31g; X-ray: 
L76

512 [K1084]
Mount in gold of bird forM with garnet cloisonné 
ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight 
curvature to the width. Three missing garnets, other 
stones sunken. Made from sheet metal with one fixed 
nail at the reverse of the head, bent at its tip; a flange 
of sheet at the tail is also for attachment. Style II: the 
bird is depicted in profile with a curved beak, an angled 
head-surround (typical of the style), a curled wing and 
taloned leg. Cloisonné: the flat red garnets are backed 
by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (two are 
exposed by missing garnets). Lidded gold cells were 
used between the garnet inlays to create the zoomorphic 
design (though the joins are invisible). The eye of the 
bird is formed by a tiny droplet of dark glass. Wear/
marks: light wear. Blade scratch on the reverse. Set: pair 
with 511, possibly a suite with 513.

(Grid location: [K1084] BA0178, grid J12)

L. 22mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 2.45g; X-ray:
L76

513 [K328]
Mount in gold of fish forM with garnet cloisonné 
ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight 
curvature to the width. Three missing garnets. Made 
from sheet metal with one fixed nail (L. 5mm) centrally 
on the reverse, bent at its tip; a flange of sheet at the 
tail is also for attachment. Style II: the fish is depicted 
splayed with both eyes, an open mouth, a fantail and 
two fins. The cloisonné on the body is fish-scale pattern. 
The ‘feathered’ tail is the same type as on birds 511–
512. Cloisonné: the flat red garnets are backed by cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type (one is exposed 
by a missing garnet). A lidded gold cell separates the 
garnet ‘feathers’ at the tail. Slightly different coloured 
garnets were chosen for the head and eyes. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Set: possibly a suite with mounts 511–512.

(Grid location: [K328] TH170, no location)

L. 24.5mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.50g; 
X-ray: L134
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514–515 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.  

514 [K575]
Mount in gold of bird-headed forM with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. Probably 
a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the width. Made from sheet metal with one 
fixed nail (L. 5mm) centrally on the reverse, bent over; a flange of sheet at the butt-end 
is also for attachment. Style II: the head is depicted in profile with a curved beak and 
an angled head-surround (like mounts 511 and 512). The head-surround terminates in 
a Stafford knot that fills the back of the mount. It is a mirrored pair with mount 515. 
Cloisonné: the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. 
Lidded gold cells were used to create the knot design (though the joins are invisible). 
The eye of the bird is formed by a tiny droplet of dark glass. Wear/marks: light wear. 
Set: pair with mount 515.

(Grid location: [K575] TH018, no location)

L. 15mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.40g; X-ray: L76

515 [K5009]
Mount in gold of bird-headed forM with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. Probably 
a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the width. Missing one garnet and its backing 
foil. Made from sheet metal with one fixed nail (L. 5mm) centrally on the reverse, 
bent over; a flange of sheet at the butt-end is also for attachment. Style II: the head 
is depicted in profile with a curved beak and an angled head-surround (like mounts 
511 and 512). The head-surround terminates in a Stafford knot that fills the back of 
the mount. Cloisonné: the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type; the beak has a slightly lighter garnet. The eye of the bird was formed 
by a tiny droplet of dark glass. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with mount 514.

(Note: found with gold mount [K5090] from pommel 77)

(Grid location: [K5009] grid F10)

L. 15mm; W. 10mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.44g; X-ray: L70
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516 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.  

516 [K72]
Mount in gold with birds in garnet cloisonné. Probably a grip-fitting; possibly 
from the upper grip. Original slight curvature to the width. Two missing stones (one 
at a fixing-hole). Made from sheet metal with a separate flange of sheet at the ?top 
edge and two fixing-holes on the reverse for attachment; two nails (L. 5mm; one now 
missing). A small fragment of copper alloy at the ?top edge may be from the weapon-
hilt construction. Style II: the design is of a pair of birds, in profile and back-to-back, 
with heads with curved beaks and angled head-surrounds, and in each case a banded 
body and single leg. A triangular wing is shared, forming the centre of the mount. 
Also a mask can be interpreted in the design. Cloisonné: different triangular, stepped 
and square garnet forms fill the body bands and the triangular ‘wing’ between. Cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type back the flat red stones. Slightly darker garnets 
were used for the head-surrounds. The remaining ‘eye’ cell has a corroded ?blue glass 
inlay. Lidded gold cells were used between the inlayed cells of the zoomorphic design. 
(An additional garnet was added between the beak and leg one side only, possibly to 
create deliberate design asymmetry, cf. 517) Wear/marks: light wear. Set: pair with 
mount 517.

(Grid location: [K72] BA0031, grid L11)

L. 25mm; W. 21mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 3.99g; X-ray: L72

0 20mm
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517 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris. Fern.  

517 [K980]
Mount in gold with birds in garnet cloisonné. Probably a grip-fitting; possibly 
from the lower grip. Flattened, one missing and one part-missing stone. Made from 
sheet metal with a separate flange of sheet at the ?bottom edge and two fixing-holes 
on the reverse for attachment; no nails/rivets. Style II: the design is of a pair of birds, 
in profile and back-to-back, with heads with curved beaks and angled head-surrounds, 
and in each case a banded body and single leg. A triangular wing is shared, forming 
the centre of the mount. Also a mask can be interpreted in the design. Cloisonné: 
different triangular/curved, stepped and square garnet forms fill the body bands and 
the triangular ‘wing’ between. Cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type back the 
flat red stones (exposed at one broken garnet). Slightly darker garnets were used for 
the head-surrounds. One cell on one beak is filled with a corroded blue-green paste, 
possibly a decayed glass inlay (not examined). Lidded gold cells were used between 
the inlayed cells of the zoomorphic design. Wear/marks: light wear. Fixing-holes torn 
from removal. Set: pair with mount 516.

(Grid location: [K980] BA0264, grid I10)

L. 34mm; W. 21mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 4.82g; X-ray: L76

0 20mm
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518–520 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

518 [K78]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with an 
aniMal head and garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the 
width. Made from sheet metal, except for the projecting 
animal head cast in relief; a flange of sheet at the butt-
end and a small tongue of sheet the other end, below the 
muzzle of the head, were for attachment. A small circular 
punch was used for the eyes of the head. Cloisonné: 
geometric cellwork of stepped, mushroom- and arrow-
shaped forms; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: with mounts 519–520.

Grid location: [K78] BA0042, grid K11)

L.19mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.35g; X-ray: L76

519 [K728]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with an 
aniMal head and garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the 
width. Made from sheet metal, except for the projecting 
animal head cast in relief; a flange of sheet at the butt-
end and a small tongue of sheet the other end, below the 
muzzle of the head, were for attachment. A small circular 
punch was used for the eyes of the head. Cloisonné: 
geometric cellwork of stepped, mushroom- and arrow-
shaped forms; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: with mounts 518 and 520.

(Note: [K728] part of object group BA0204)

(Grid location: [K728] BA0204, grid M12)

L. 19mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.52g; X-ray: 
L120, L133

520 [K1555]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with an 
aniMal head and garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the 
width. Made from sheet metal, except for the projecting 
animal head cast in relief; a flange of sheet at the butt-
end and a small tongue of sheet the other end, below the 
muzzle of the head, were for attachment. A small circular 
punch was used for the eyes of the head. Cloisonné: 
geometric cellwork of stepped and mushroom-shaped 
forms; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched 
gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear. Set: 
with mounts 518–519.

(Note: [K1555] part of soil block 2)  

(Grid location: [K1555], no location)

L.18mm; W. 9.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.37g; 
X-ray: L76

0 20mm 0 20mm 0 20mm
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521 Photography Guy Evans, Barbican Research Associates.   522 Photography Lucy Martin,  Cotswold Archaeology. 
  

523 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

521 [K1465]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with an 
aniMal head and garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to the 
width. One missing garnet and foil, and one other stone 
and foil loose and removed. Made from sheet metal, 
except for the projecting animal head cast in relief; 
a flange of sheet at the butt-end and a small tongue of 
sheet the other end, below the muzzle of the head, were 
for attachment.  A small circular punch was used for the 
eyes of the head. Cloisonné: fish-scale cellwork; the flat 
red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type. A grey-black backing paste is visible in 
one of the empty cells (not examined). Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: pair with mount 522.

(Note: [K1465] part of soil block 21)

(Grid location: [K1465], no location)

L.18mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.39g; X-ray: L76

522 [K1838]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with an 
aniMal head and garnet cloisonné ornaMent. 
Probably a grip-fitting. Original slight curvature to 
the width. Several fractured garnets. Made from sheet 
metal, except for the projecting animal head cast in 
relief; a small tongue of sheet projects at the animal-
head end, just below the muzzle; but it is missing its 
flange of sheet at the butt-end (see 521), which together 
formed the means of attachment. A small circular punch 
was used for the eyes of the head. Cloisonné: fish-scale 
cellwork; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-
hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light 
wear. Set: pair with mount 521.

(Note: found attached by soil with: gold hilt-collar 180; 
one fragment [K1840] of hilt-ring 232; gold hilt-plate 
fragment 322; one small silver sheet fragment, 690: 
[K1841]) 

(Grid location: [K1838=K296] TH158, no location)

L. 16mm; W. 8.5mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.28g; X-ray: 
L121

523 [K1424]
Mount in gold of tongue-shaped forM with 
garnet cloisonné ornaMent. Probably a grip-fitting. 
Original slight curvature to the width. Made from sheet 
metal; a small lip of sheet projects at the rounded end 
and a flange of sheet projects at the butt-end, the means 
of attachment. Cloisonné: fish-scale cellwork; the flat 
red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: light wear.

(Note: [K1424] part of soil block 4)

(Grid location: [K1424], no location)

L. 20mm; W. 8mm; Th. edge 2mm; Wt 1.42g; no X-ray

0 20mm 0 20mm

0 20mm
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524–525 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

524 [K148]
Mount in gold of oval forM with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. Possibly a grip-
fitting. Curved lenghtways, one tip bent. Made from sheet metal with three fixing-holes 
on the reverse; no nails/rivets. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork, comprising a central 
square flanked by stepped forms, with rounded cells at the ends; the flat red garnets are 
backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type. Wear/marks: ?moderate wear. A 
long dent across the face from an impact or possibly a tool.

(Grid location: [K148] US0014, no location)

L. 25mm; W. 6.5mm; Th. 2mm; Wt 1.06g; X-ray: L134

525 [K388]
Mount in gold of oval forM with garnet cloisonné ornaMent. Possibly a grip-
fitting. Curved lenghtways. Missing two garnets and one foil. Made from sheet metal 
with two fixing-holes on the reverse; two silver nails/rivet stubs in each, the flat head 
of one is visible in the empty cell one end. Cloisonné: geometric cellwork with a 
central cross (stone broken) flanked by stepped and mushroom-shaped forms, and with 
rounded cells at the ends; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of 
‘standard’ type (one exposed). Wear/marks: light wear. Cut mark one edge and a small 
hole in the reverse sheet.

(Grid location: [K388] TH140, no location)

L. 25mm; W. 8mm; Th. 2mm; Wt 2.24g; X-ray: L120, L133

0 20mm 0 20mm
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526 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

526 [K820]
Mount in gold of cross forM with garnet and glass cloisonné ornaMent. Two 
of the arms are bent back in the same direction; possibly flat or flattish originally; some 
garnets and foils missing. Made from sheet metal with two fixing-holes at the ends of 
two arms, and one hole at the end of each of the other two arms; four gold nails remain 
in situ. Cloisonné: a similar geometric pattern on each arm with garnet inlays, but the 
large central dark red stone is glass (microscope examination confirms the presence of 
tiny glass bubbles); the triangular garnets around the central stone suggest a sunburst 
pattern; the flat red garnets are backed by cross-hatched gold foils of ‘standard’ type 
(in-washed soil obscures many). Wear/marks: ?light wear.

(Grid location: [K820] BA0130, grid J10)

L. 23mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 2.46g; no X-ray

0 20mm
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527 Photography Lucy Martin, Cotswold Archaeology.   

527 [K128]
serpent Mount in gold. possibly cast. Twisted, but probably originally flat or 
mounted on a slightly curved surface. Body of moulded, solid form, depicted writhing, 
with a flat underside with three fixed nails (L. 5.5mm). The head is round and flat with 
pitchfork jaws and has drilled eyes that probably originally held false rivet-heads (see 
528). Slightly smaller than serpent 528. Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches. A 
possible cut mark is on the underside at the tail, possibly from removal. Set: pair with 
mount 528.

(Grid location: [K128] BA0055, grid L11)

L. 58mm; Diam. head 5.5mm; Th. body 2mm; Wt 5.13g; X-ray: L81
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528 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.    (For an additional view see database).

528 [K943]
serpent Mount in gold. Possibly cast. Twisted, but probably originally flat or 
mounted on a slightly curved surface. Body of moulded, solid form, depicted writhing, 
with a flat underside with evidence for four fixed nails, including one at the head and 
one at the very tip of the tail; three nails survive (L. 6mm), bent, one is broken off. The 
head is round and flat with pitchfork jaws and has drilled eyes, holding two decorative 
non-functional rivet-heads. Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches and dents. Set: pair 
with mount 527.

(Grid location: [K943] BA0287, grid L8)

L. 108mm; Diam. head 5.5mm; Th. body 3mm; Wt 10.74g; X-ray: L82
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529 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

529 [K816]
serpent Mount in gold. Probably cast. Slightly misshapen, but probably originally 
flat or mounted on a slightly curved surface. Moulded, solid form with a flat underside 
with two fixed nails remaining, both bent (L. 6mm); one other nail is missing, shown 
by a scar. Naturalistic, depicted writhing, with small punched round eyes and a short 
tongue projecting from an incised mouth (possibly also for attachment). Slightly 
smaller than serpent 530. Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches and dents. Set: pair 
with mount 530.

(Grid location: [K816] BA0122, grid L9)

L. 37.5mm; Th. body 2.5mm; Wt 3.26g; X-ray: L81
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530 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.   

530  [K1014]
serpent Mount in gold. Probably cast. Twisted, but probably originally flat or 
mounted on a slightly curved surface. Moulded, solid form with a flat underside and 
originally four fixed nails, only one remains (L. 9mm), with scars showing where 
the others were attached in drilled holes. Naturalistic, depicted writhing, with small 
punched round eyes and a short tongue projecting from an incised mouth (possibly 
also for attachment). Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches and dents. Cut marks on 
underside at head and neck. Set: pair with mount 529.

(Grid location: [K1014] BA0071, grid L10)

L. 54mm; Th. 3mm; Wt 4.47g; X-ray: L81
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531 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.    (For an additional view see database; catalogue entry next page).
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531 [K700, K1365]
serpent Mount in gold. Probably cast. Twisted, but probably originally flat or 
mounted on a slightly curved surface; head [K1365] detached and found separately. 
Moulded, solid form with a flat underside; scars from two fixed nails remain on 
the reverse of the body, one at the mid-point and the other near the end of the tail. 
Naturalistic, depicted writhing, with a double incised line at the neck. No definite 
join between the body and the bulbous duck-like head was provable. The head was 
probably made separately and attached, and the lower jaw was formed from a piece 
of sheet; it is peeled back on the reverse (possibly where a third nail was fixed). The 
punched eyes are inlaid with black niello. Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches and 
dents. Set: pair with 532.

(Grid location: [K700] TH081, [K1365] TH244, no locations)

L. body 93.5/head 13mm; W. head 5mm; Th. body 4.5mm; Wt 25.61g; X-ray: L80, 
L81
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532 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.    (For additional views see database).

532 [K731, K883]
serpent Mount in gold. Probably cast. Misshapen, but probably originally flat or 
mounted on a slightly curved surface; head [K731] detached and found separately, 
and the tip of the tail missing. Moulded, solid form with a flat underside; a scar from 
a fixed nail remains on the reverse of the body at the mid-point (two other nails were 
probably sited at the head and tail). Naturalistic, depicted writhing, with a single 
incised line at the neck. No definite join between the body and the bulbous duck-like 
head was provable. The head was probably cast separately and the lower jaw was 
formed from a piece of sheet, part missing on the reverse. The punched eyes are inlaid 
with black niello. Wear/marks: light wear; light scratches and dents. Set: pair with 
531.

(Note: [K731] part of finds group BA0204). Silver rivet 675: [K652/K883] found in a 
box with 538: [K652] and 532: [K883]) 

(Grid location: [K731] BA0204, grid M12; [K883] BA0500, grid Q10)

L. body 80mm/head 13mm; W. head 4.5mm; Th. body 4mm; Wt 21.10g; X-ray: L81
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533–535 Photography Aleksandra Osinska, Cotswold Archaeology.  Drawing Chris Fern.   

534 [K1106]
Mount in cast silver of tongue-shaped forM with 
low relief interlace ornaMent and niello inlay. 
Remains of gilding. Interlace: regular interlace fills 
the mount, with originally black niello inlaid in incised 
channels along the strand sections, now mostly missing. 
Reverse: plain, except for a scar from a patch of ?solder/
adhesive. Wear/marks: light wear. Copper corrosion in 
places from the alloy. Set: possibly a suite with mounts 
533 and 535, pommel 69 and hilt-collars 186–187.

(Note: one silver fragment, 690: [K1955], from soil 
adhering)

(Grid location: [K1106] BA1022, no location)

L. 12mm; W. 10.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 0.75g; X-ray: 
L103, L116

535 [K1277]
Mount in cast silver of tongue-shaped forM with 
low relief interlace ornaMent. Shaped to fit the 
edge of a grip, but one side missing. No evidence of 
gilding. Interlace: the interlace on the surviving side 
has incised channels that were originally probably 
inlaid with niello. Wear/marks: light wear. Copper 
corrosion from the alloy. Set: possibly a suite with 
mounts 533–534, pommel 69 and hilt-collars 186–187.

(Grid location: [K1277] BA0366, grid N12)

L. 13.5mm; W. 9mm; Th. edge 1.5mm; Wt 0.74g; 
X-ray: L103

533 [K577]
Mount in cast silver of tongue-shaped forM with 
gilded low relief interlace ornaMent and niello 
inlay. Remains of gilding, front and back. Interlace: 
regular interlace fills the mount, with originally black 
niello inlaid in incised channels along the strand 
sections, now mostly missing. Reverse: plain, except for 
a scar from a patch of ?solder/adhesive. Wear/marks: 
the decoration is flattened in places, probably from an 
impact. Scratches/dents to edge. Set: possibly a suite with 
mounts 534–535, pommel 69 and hilt-collars 186–187.

(Grid location: [K577] TH033, no location)

L. 14mm; W. 13.5mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 1.36g; X-ray: 
L95

0 20mm 0 20mm

0 20mm
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536–537 Photography Lucy Morgan, Cotswold Archaeology. Drawing Chris Fern.   

536 [K791]
Mount in cast silver with a bird head and low relief interlace ornaMent. Probably 
a grip-fitting; possibly from the upper grip. Slightly curved widthways with all three 
of its silver nails in situ (L. 5–5.5mm). Gilding remains across the whole front surface, 
including over the nail heads. Style II: the bird head is shown in profile and is semi-
naturalistic, its eye formed by the head of one nail (but it is without the head-surround 
typical of the style). The curved beak is infilled with hatching. Interlace: the neck of 
the bird expands to form the triangular body of the mount, which contains fine triple-
strand interlace. Filigree: two of the fixing-holes retain collars (Diam. 3mm) of gold 
beaded wire. Wear/marks: light wear to filigree collars. Set: pair with mount 537.

(Note: one fragment of silver reeded strip, 613: [K1930], from soil adhering)

(Grid location: [K791] US0109, no location)

L. 20mm; W. 20mm; Th. edge 1mm; Wt 2.38g; X-ray: L77

537 [K1525, K1603]
Mount in cast silver with a bird head and low relief interlace ornaMent. Rejoined 
from two fragments (?recent break). Probably a grip-fitting; possibly from the lower 
grip. Slightly curved widthways with three fixing-holes; one fragment of a silver nail 
in situ. Traces of gilding remain. Style II: the bird head is shown in profile and is semi-
naturalistic (but it is without the head-surround typical of the style). The curved beak 
is infilled with hatching. Interlace: the neck of the bird expands to form the triangular 
body of the mount, which contains fine and dense triple-strand interlace. Wear/marks: 
light wear. Set: pair with mount 536.

(Note: [K1525, K1603] from soil block 11)

(Grid location: [K1525, K1603], no location)

0 20mm 0 20mm
0 20mm
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